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Abstract

Our aim is to develop methodologies for the determination of ADC, suitable for use in patient
management and drug trials. In this paper we demonstrate improvements in ADC measurement which
at the same time maintain the biological structures essential for analysis of tissue heterogeneity. Two
motion correction methods are compared, one based upon non-rigid registration using freely available
open source algorithms and the other a purpose designed local rigid registration. Performance of
these methods is evaluated using metrics computed from regional ADC histograms. While the nonrigid registration method has the advantages of being applicable on the whole volume and in a fully
automatic fashion, the local rigid registration method is much faster and also provides advantages with
regard to data smoothness by avoiding interpolation and sub-sampling. Our study also shows that the
averaging commonly applied to DW-MR images as part of the acquisition protocol should be avoided
if at all possible.
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Introduction

The IMI QuIC-ConCePT project is a multi-centre proof of concept study to investigate and develop methodologies
that support measurement of clinical bio-markers [9]. Diffusion weighted (DW) magnetic resonance (MR) imaging
[19] has recently become a focus of attention for facilitating the diagnosis and treatment of tumours [1, 20].
Specifically, to monitor the effect of new drugs administered to treat cancerous organs, DW-MR imaging is an
attractive non-invasive method compared to other alternatives including histology or open surgery. There is
potential to use this technique either in drug trials or for oncology decision support. However, there are many
difficulties associated with the analysis of DW-MR images. Recommendations have been made for tackling these
problems, in order to ensure the validity of any corresponding conclusions [2]. In particular, diffusion weighted
MR data are acquired over tens of minutes, during which respiratory motion causes organs such as the liver to
move. One requirement is that motion is prevented during the acquisition, either using breath holding, triggering
or gating [22, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26] or after scanning [17, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
The success of this work must ultimately be determined by the ability to make quantitative measurements of ADC
for patient management and drug trials. Our current assessment of this requirement has led us to conclude that to
monitor the effects of drugs in tumour tissue we need to reliably detect changes in ADC at the level of 10%. This
level of performance can be obtained in several ways, including averaging of observed change over many subjects
for drug trials. However, for patient management we need to observe these effects in one regional sample. Working
back to the original data we conclude that summary values of ADC for a region of interest (ROI) need to have
an accuracy of approximately 2 to 3% (for a reliable 2.5 standard deviation difference). Our recent multi-site
reproducibility studies for normal liver tissue [3, 7] suggest a repeatability in measurements of individual regions of
only 6%. This is a best case scenario, as normal tissue is homogeneous and ADC estimates are relatively unaffected
by motion. In more recent work [8] focused on liver tumour regions, we observe that repeated measurement of ADC
could vary by more than 10% in 4 out of 19 subjects. We attribute this largely to the image blurring generated by
respiratory motion. We therefore need to both stabilise image quality and also improve the accuracy of summary
statistics by a factor of 2 to make ADC based patient specific therapy viable. We are looking at several aspects
of this problem, including reliability of ROI selection. However, the motion generated in the abdomen offers a
specific challenge to meeting this level of reliability.
In this paper we concentrate on the improvements in ADC measurement gained by aligning data via registration.
One common way to assess the accuracy of registration algorithms is the use of the Dice overlap. Such a measure
evaluates the level of regional agreement between labelled regions in data, but not the accuracy of registration
within homogeneous labelled regions. However, we are interested not in the accuracy of labels but instead individual
ADC estimates at each voxel location. Ideally we require an assessment of ADC accuracy. One problem here is the
absence of ground truth values with which to perform a comparison. Instead, we estimate the apparent reduction
in the degree of randomness in ADC estimates by computing summary distribution variables in regions of real
data. The apparent improvement in performance can be expressed as the equivalent amount of noise (on average)
which has been removed from individual ADC estimates.
Whole volume non rigid alignment (NRA) has been applied in the context of ADC studies in the abdomen and
breast in several studies [17, 27]. However, only a small subset of the total volume of data (that immediately

surrounding a ROI) is often required for subsequent analysis. For small amounts of non-rigid movement, a local
rigid alignment may be sufficient. In this paper, we therefore study to what extent whole volume image registration
compares with local rigid alignment (LRA) of the data in the required ROI’s. Compared to NRA, such LRA
techniques could reduce execution time and avoid the need to interpolate data at off-lattice locations. This paper
also compares these two methods (for off-scanner alignment followed by averaging) with a commonly applied
protocol which applies on-scanner averaging (without alignment) of DW-MR images. Details of these protocols
and methods are as follows.

2

Materials and Methods

In this section we describe our methods and the data with which we experiment and perform our evaluations and
comparisons.

2.1

Data

Data sets of DW-MR images were acquired on a 1.5 T Siemens scanner. Five healthy volunteers were scanned
twice within two weeks to test reproducibility of ADC in the liver based on free breathing. Images were acquired
using: three b-values 100, 500 and 900 s/mm2 , field of view 380 × 332mm, acquired pixel resolution 3 × 3mm, slice
thickness 5mm, number of slices per volume 40, and reconstructed matrix of 256 × 224 [32]. Two data protocols are
available: protocol A and protocol B [32]. For each of the b-values, protocol B provides 12 sets of 3D images (40
image slices per image) which correspond to 4 repeated acquisitions with 3 separate diffusion gradient directions.
On the other hand, protocol A data consists of only one set of 3D images per b-value: the image slices are averaged
over the 4 acquisitions and 3 gradient directions and produced by the scanner itself, which is a commonly applied
protocol [32]. The data is acquired using an interleaving acquisition protocol. This means that each 3D image is
reconstructed from 40 slices that are not acquired contiguously. In our data the consequences are consistent with
odd slices being acquired first, followed by the even slices (see Figure 2). For a given b-value, simple averaging of
the 4 repeats and 3 gradient directions of the acquired protocol B images is expected to generate data equivalent
to protocol A. In Fig. 1, we show sample abdominal image slices from the same acquisition corresponding to 3
different gradient directions.

2.2

Comparison of Image Registration Methods

Two image registration methods are developed which might be considered the extremes of mathematical complexity
and therefore processing requirement. The intention here is to determine the need for high levels of sophistication
and the potential for use of fast methods in a real-time user interface. Both were applied to protocol B images and
subsequently compared. The first one is a whole volume registration based on 3D non-rigid deformations, referred
to as non-rigid alignment (NRA) technique. The second method aims at aligning a 2D slice of a reference image to
those of other images using a local rigid alignment (LRA) technique. The results obtained by these two methods
are also compared with those obtained with protocol A data, on which no registration is performed.

2.3

Non-Rigid Alignment (NRA)

The NRA method is a fully automatic image registration pipeline which uses 3D non-rigid deformations. The
deformation model is based on B-spline transformations [15] with control points spaced every 64 mm. The first
step of the method consists of correcting for motion in each acquired DW-MR image. In the second step, all the
DW-MR images of a given scanning session are brought to a common image space. The pipeline is based on elastix
[14], a publicly available open source image registration software. The main advantage of the NRA method is that
it automatically operates a global registration of the considered 3D volumes. NRA does not require any ROI to be
selected for the purpose of image registration. The deformable transformation model used by NRA aims to take
into account possible non-rigid misalignments caused by patient and respiratory during image acquisition. The
technique consists of 2 steps [16, 17].
2.3.1

Step 1: intra-image registration

Because of respiratory motion, DW-MR images acquired with an odd-even scheme include motion artefacts. These
artefacts translate into spatial shifts visible between two neighbouring slices. This step re-establishes the 3D spatial
3

Figure 1: Healthy liver DW-MR image data (v3-20120528-slice24); b-value=100s/mm2 ; selected image slice from one of
the repeat data-sets (out of 4) and diffusion gradients in y (top-left) and z (top-right) directions; diffusion gradient in −x
direction which has been used as the reference image slice for local-rigid aliment (bottom-left) and the reference image shown
in the selected ROI (bottom-right); this ROI is used both in local-rigid alignment and ADC histogram analysis; gamma
adjusted.

alignment within each of the DW-MR images. To that purpose a sub-volume is built from the odd slices of the
acquired DW-MRI, centred at their original positions but with a doubled slice thickness. Another sub-volume
is extracted from the even slices in a similar fashion. These two sub-volumes are subsequently registered to one
another using a group-wise scheme [18] and recombined into a single motion-corrected image.
2.3.2

Step 2: inter-image registration

For given b-value and diffusion gradient direction, the four repeated scans are first registered and brought to a
common mid-point space using a group-wise registration. By means of pairwise registration, a spatial correspondence is then found between the mid-point spaces of the 9 couples b-value/diffusion gradient direction. In order
to reduce the number of re-sampling steps, the 36 images generated after intra-image registration are transformed
to a common image space using a transformation composing the group-wise and pairwise registrations carried out
in the inter-image registration step.
4

Figure 2: Healthy liver DW-MR image data (v3-20120528) showing the odd-even effect (in the coronal view) as a result
of an interleaving acquisition protocol; b-value=100s/mm2 ; image volume selected is one of the repeat data-sets (out of
4) with diffusion gradient in −x direction; the coronal view (bottom row) is the view seen from the cross section of the
horizontal line drawn on the transverse (slice) view (top row); the two columns show different cross sections on the same
volume.

2.3.3

Need for comparison with a local method

One of the main disadvantages of such a global technique is its computational cost. On a single computer, the
typical processing time for one data-set is currently 5.5 hours. The most suitable application for NRA is therefore
offline. Another drawback of the NRA technique is that 3D global image registration implies re-sampling the
registered images. This re-sampling involves interpolating the images, which is done twice in the case of NRA:
the first for intra-image registration, the second for inter-image registration. This explains our interest to study to
what extent the results obtained with NRA compare with those obtained using a local alignment method, both in
terms of ADC values and execution time.
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2.4

Local Rigid Alignment (LRA)

When developing our local rigid alignment (LRA) method we are interested in studying ADC metrics corresponding
to a single region in a specific slice of the image. Our LRA method aligns the data corresponding to one slice
location, but can potentially also be used for 3D ROIs by aligning adjacent slices separately.
Our method involves alignment of a single reference slice to all nearby repeat acquisitions of slice data. The
reference slice is taken from the lowest b-value image (in our case, b = 100s/mm2 ), which has the best signal to
noise characteristics. Otherwise, it can be taken from any of the 3 gradient directions and any of the 4 repeats.
The region on which matching is performed is a region covering the tissue on the left-hand side of the abdomen
(including the liver) and above the level of spinal cord where motion occurs. This area contains various boundaries
which provide the information needed for matching. We observe that data away from the spine and around the
edge of the body generally appears to move in one (outward) direction. This area is manually identified for the
reference slice but as this needs only be done approximately we believe the process could be automated if necessary.
Alignment then works as follows.
Using observations of respiratory motion in typical data-sets we were able to set limits on the amount of motion
present in the region of the liver. We expect no more than 3 pixels movements (≈ 1cm) in vertical and horizontal
directions on each image slice and 2 slices along the z axis. There is little or no observable rotation (less than a
pixel at the edge of a ROI), so that movement can be modelled on the basis of shifts of the origin. For each gradient
direction there are 4 repeat ‘volume’ acquisitions. We allow 5 adjacent slices per repeat data as candidates for
alignment, the central slice and two slices from either side. Hence for each gradient direction there are 20 candidate
slices from which 4 slices are selected with best matching scores as follows. Specifically, for each of the 5 slices, the
best matching score is found out of the 7×7=49 possible cases of shifted slices. Out of these 5 adjacent slices (and
in accordance with the observed odd-even acquisition described in the introduction), we keep one shifted slice from
the odd slices and one from the even slices with the best matching scores. This gives 8 candidate shifted slices for
each gradient direction. We then keep only 4 of these which correspond to the best matching scores. Once 4 slices
are selected from each of the 3 gradient directions, these 12 slices are combined to give the average aligned slice
for a specific b-value. This process is repeated for other b-values using the same reference image slice as previously
(in this case from the b = 100s/mm2 image acquisition). At the end of this process 3 b-value slices are generated
which can be analysed to extract voxel based ADC estimates in the same way as for protocol A.
2.4.1

Template matching

The standard literature suggests several metrics for use in image alignment. In our experience the use of small
image regions mitigates against the use of cost functions such as mutual information [10, 12, 13, 11]. For the
current data roughly one third of the rectangular area around the body (after exclusion of air) would suffice (see
Figure 1 for example). Instead we develop our own matching algorithm for a reference slice against a target slice
based upon conventional statistics. Applying the variational principle to the problem of matching two scaled noisy
image patches I and J (with N pixels and standard deviation of image noise σ), one can define the optimisation
function [4]
N
X
2
(αIn − βJn )2 s.t. α2 + β 2 = 1
(1)
χ ∝
n

where χ2 is proportional (and not equal) to the term shown on the right-hand side (which theoretically suffice for
optimisation). However, we can explicitly derive formulations and rewrite the cost function in form of detailed
equations as follows. Specifically, rather than using twopscale factors α and β, one may use a single scale factor
γ = α/β. For similar patches it can be shown that γ = B/A where
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To avoid lengthy execution times, one may expand the patch similarity measure and write
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(3)

(4)

When choosing the reference image patch to be J, it follows that B is the constant term while A is varying as the
target image patch is translated. Also σ has a fixed value during optimisation. Hence minimising χ2 in Eq. (4) is
equivalent to minimising
−2γC
(5)
χ2 = 2
σ (1 + γ 2 )
The γ/(1 + γ 2 ) term can be eliminated during optimisation in accordance with the general proof of convergence
of the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm [33], so that optimising the term C is equivalent to optimising
the χ2 . The term C works well when used in a conventional optimiser for alignment of similar images. However,
here rather than using grey-level image patches and least-square differences directly, their gradients (based on
differential kernels) in the horizontal and vertical directions are used. Previous work [35, 34] in medical image
analysis and machine vision has demonstrated that this reduces the dependency upon absolute scaling of the data
and is more suitable for matching with MRI and CT datasets, though at the expense of reducing the capture range
of the cost-function. In this case, C can be interpreted as the summation of the ‘dot products’ of the two-component
gradient vectors originated from the reference and target image patches.
As we do not need to consider sub-pixel shifting, we exhaustively compute the cost function for the limited number
of possible variations and find the values which give the best matching score to avoid local optima. Among our
candidate patches there will be sub-pixel shifted versions of the region (due to the anatomical motion). As we
select only the best matching images from those available we therefore recover some amount of sub-pixel precision
whilst avoiding interpolation smoothing.
2.4.2

Constrained movement space

As mentioned above, the movement space defined for our LRA method for the test data-sets studied covers a 3D
space with 7×7×5=245 possible movement combinations. When inspecting the shift patterns used to align different
b-value images, we observed that b-value images with good image quality (high signal-to-noise ratio) exhibit similar
movement patterns, consistent with repeated underlying respiratory motion. This movement pattern could be seen
to closely approximate a line in 3D. However, this correlation in estimated movement became less pronounced in
poor SNR data. As all datasets are acquired with the same underlying cyclic respiratory motion we can use the
correlation seen in good SNR data to improve the estimation of motion in lower SNR data.
For the reference b-value, LRA works as previously, searching the whole movement space for best shift combinations
in order to match the data. The shift combinations (as 3D points) for the 12 selected image slices are used to
obtain a robust estimate of the line corresponding to subject specific motion. For the non-reference b-values, we
then only allow a subset of the original movement space lying close to this line to be searched. For our data we
allow all immediate neighbouring pixels of the line to be included. Constraining movement not only results in
speeding up the alignment process but also enforces consistent motion between b-value image data.

2.5

Fits of ADC Parameters

For an image slice location given, at each image pixel we fit the signal values from the corresponding b-value image
slices to an exponential curve. The decay parameter of the resulting fit is the ADC for that pixel [2]. Specifically
in clinical data, as the noise distribution is skewed, we find that a first order Rician correction factor improves the
quality of fit [5].
We estimate ADC D through a likelihood-based parameter optimisation log P (I|D, S0) (the probability of the
image data given the assumed parameters).
log P (I|D, S0) = −

1 X
[I(bk ) − f (bk , D, S0)]2 + const
2σ 2

(6)

bk

where f (bk , D, S0) is the theoretical value of the Rician corrected exponential function and I(bk ) is the signal value
from the b-value image pixel. f is a function of b-value bk and the current estimate of ADC D and no-diffusion
signal S0 (at bk = 0), and is computed using
f 2 (bk , D, S0) = S02 exp(−2bk D) + ασ 2

;

k ∈ [1, 2, 3]

(7)

where k ∈ [1, 2, 3] refers to the three b-values bk used, e.g. 100, 500 and 900 s/mm2 . The signal value for no
diffusion S0 (b = 0s/mm2 ) is the second parameter which is estimated. α is a fixed value defining the amount of
Rician correction applied and it may be adjusted depending on the amount of image smoothing (for our data α
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was set to the theoretical value of one). An estimate of the standard deviation of noise in the image σ is computed
from the distribution of second derivatives (for x and y) around zero [6], in a central rectangular region on the
tissue. Our ADC measurement software has been implemented on the QuIC-ConCePT platform and has become
available to all sites within the project to use.

2.6

Assessment of Registration Performance

Our first approach to assessing the quality of ADC data is to observe joint distributions of the ADC parameters
arising from fits. Scatter plots of the estimated parameters S0 and D should show groups of data which correlate
with specific biological structures. Plots which allow identification of regions of characteristic behaviour, i.e.
clusters, are expected to be indicative of good quality data. This is a qualitative assessment only.
Although several quantitative evaluation methods were considered (including average goodness of fit, measurement
reproducibility and entropy based assessments of information), the most sensitive and reliable approach was found
to be based upon measurement of the standard deviation of ADC estimates. For this approach, histograms of
computed ADC values from within the re-aligned regions are used directly to estimate the amount of random noise
removed from data. We make the assumption that the effects of noise, genuine biological variation and motion are
all independent. Then the observed standard deviation σ1 of ADC values can be assumed to be describable by
the quadrature addition of such terms. Adjusting one of these (by for example aligning the data) and measuring
a new σ2 while taking steps to control the other factors, should allow the change in this contribution ∆σ to be
estimated via quadrature subtraction.
q
σ 2 − σ22
(8)
|σ12 − σ22 |
∆σ = 12
|σ1 − σ22 |
For equivalent region of data the biological variation is fixed, whilst controlling for noise involves applying levels
of blurring which result in equivalent levels of image smoothness (high spatial frequency image noise).

2.7

Comparison of Fit Results Obtained with Protocol A and B

We first compare the results obtained from protocol B data using NRA and LRA. It has already been stated that
NRA is expected to generate smoother aligned images compared to LRA because of the interpolations performed
during image re-sampling. To reach a similar degree of blurring as in NRA, the DW-MR aligned images generated
using LRA are smoothed via Gaussian blurring (standard deviation 1 pixel). This case is referred to in the tables
as LRA-blur.
We also investigate how the results obtained without registration with protocol A (PA) compare with the case in
which protocol B images are averaged on the repeated acquisitions and diffusion gradient directions, for a given
b-value. This case is referred to as AVG. To compare with the NRA results, the AVG images are also smoothed
via Gaussian blurring. This is referred to as AVG-blur.

3

Results

All results (figures and tables) reported in this paper correspond to single slice region of interests (2D ROI’s)
selected for individual volunteer scans. These 2D ROI’s are used here both for template matching using LRA and
for generating each ADC histogram using individual measurements. Mean and median ADC metrics and the width
of ADC distribution1 are then extracted from these histograms. In Fig. 3, we show, for a selected data-set and
image slice location, the protocol A image slice (top row, left) and the average image slice obtained when applying
alternative methods on the corresponding protocol B data. These methods are: non-rigid alignment NRA (top row,
right), simple averaging AVG and AVG-blur (middle row), and finally, LRA and LRA-blur (bottom row). LRA
and LRA-blur seem the best in terms of recovering the genuine fine structures between the stomach (and partially
pancreas) on one side and liver and gallbladder on the other. There is also fat contained between boundaries of
these organs. This is obviously more important if one requires to extract ADC metrics from small ROI’s in the
proximity of these fine structures.
In Fig. 4 , we show scatter plots of S0 signal against ADC obtained by fitting a mono-exponential to the 3 b-value
images obtained using different methods.
In Table 1, we tabulate the width of ADC histogram σD for each data-set.
q Here we also tabulate the percentage
2 − σ 2 | (including the sign as in
difference in the width of ADC histogram (shown in brackets) ∆σD = |σD
D2
1
1 Width

of ADC histogram is equivalent to the standard deviation of all fitted ADC values in the corresponding ROI.
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Eq. 8) between results obtained using AVG and those obtained by applying each of the alternative methods to
protocol-B data. At the bottom of the table, we compute an average value and an accuracy (error on standard
deviation) for ∆σD values. The largest modification to simple averaging, which is equivalent to standard deviation
of the noise removed, is obtained using the LRA and its blurred version followed by NRA and blurred version of
simple averaging.
data-set
v1-20120503
v1-20120515
v2-20120521
v2-20120528
v3-20120524
v3-20120528
v4-20120611
v4-20120614
v5-20120731
v5-20120809
mean±accuracy

PA
27.25
31.05
54.25
62.04
56.73
71.82
32.07
38.30
32.40
32.59

AVG
30.62
28.85
55.09
56.12
67.85
70.71
32.92
33.94
32.68
31.06

LRA (∆σD )
27.54 (13.38)
23.58 (16.62)
44.01 (33.13)
48.15 (28.82)
65.79 (16.59)
58.64 (39.51)
30.54 (12.28)
33.85 (2.47)
33.60 (-7.80)
34.34 (-14.64)
(14.03±4.17)

NRA
22.36 (20.91)
20.53 (20.26)
63.29 (-31.15)
61.49 (-25.13)
67.59 (5.93)
64.25 (29.52)
25.99 (20.20)
28.27 (18.78)
29.41 (14.24)
28.94 (11.27)
(8.48±4.92)

LRA-blur
23.78 (19.28)
19.31 (21.43)
42.00 (35.64)
45.62 (32.68)
62.94 (25.34)
57.18 (41.59)
26.79 (19.13)
29.53 (16.73)
29.81 (13.39)
30.09 (7.70)
(23.29±2.55)

AVG-blur
26.58 (15.20)
24.69 (14.92)
53.69 (12.34)
54.24 (14.40)
64.72 (20.37)
68.55 (17.34)
28.15 (17.06)
29.61 (16.58)
28.88 (15.29)
27.01 (15.33)
(15.88±0.51)

Table 1: Width of ADC histogram σD and difference in the width of ADC histogram (in brackets) ∆σD (Eq. 8)
between results obtained using AVG and those obtained using each of the alternative methods on protocol-B data;
same units as ADC 10−5 mm2 /s; from ADC fits for protocol-A and for the average slice using protocol-B with
and without motion correction (computed in the tissue region used for motion correction); the bottom row gives
the mean of ∆σD values for each column and its corresponding accuracy.
data-set
v1-20120503
v1-20120515
v2-20120521
v2-20120528
v3-20120524
v3-20120528
v4-20120611
v4-20120614
v5-20120731
v5-20120809

PA
113.90
127.66
119.22
129.53
115.24
104.82
129.42
129.89
104.68
105.81

AVG
113.67
105.36
111.43
105.74
100.60
97.54
101.63
99.30
78.72
77.57

LRA
108.35
105.51
99.45
102.61
93.38
89.86
92.54
95.23
73.65
76.57

NRA
109.27
108.91
109.45
105.95
95.67
92.35
94.47
92.88
76.21
76.65

LRA-blur
107.53
105.45
102.19
99.52
92.39
88.96
91.65
93.74
71.58
75.25

AVG-blur
112.64
104.18
111.32
105.50
98.51
96.31
100.98
97.72
76.70
75.77

Table 2: ADC mean values of the two scans for each volunteer for protocol-A and for the average slice using
protocol-B with and without motion correction (computed in the tissue region used for motion correction); ADC
units 10−5 mm2 /s.
In Table 2, we tabulate the mean ADC measurement for each data-set. Using numbers given in Table 2, we
1 −D2 |
compute in Table 3 the percentage change in ADC mean measurements ∆D% = 2|D
(D1 +D2 ) × 100 for each volunteer.
At the bottom of the table, we compute the mean and unbiased standard deviation of these measurements for each
method. In terms of absolute mean value, NRA gives the best reproducibility followed by LRA and its blurred
version. However, these mean values are quite close within their corresponding standard deviations.
√
In Table 4, we tabulate the accuracy of mean ADC measurements (σD / N ), where σD is the width of ADC
histogram and N is the number of histogram entries. It is clear from this table that mean (or median) ADC values
are quite accurate (around one percent). These errors play no major role in reproducibility errors where more
important sources of variability dominate.
In Tables 5 and 6, we investigate the reproducibility of ADC median measurements extracted from different ADC
histograms. The pattern found here is consistent with that found in Tables 2 and 3 where mean ADC measurements
were used. Note that similar to Table 3, the unbiased standard deviations are computed in Table 6. Here, these
unbiased standard deviations can be interpreted as variability figures within the population (not accuracy as in
Table 1).
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data-set
v1-20120503, v1-20120515
v2-20120521, v2-20120528
v3-20120524, v3-20120528
v4-20120611, v4-20120614
v5-20120731, v5-20120809
mean [standard deviation]

PA
11.39
8.28
9.47
0.36
1.07
6.11 [5.64]

AVG
7.58
5.24
3.08
2.31
1.47
3.93 [2.76]

LRA
2.65
3.12
3.84
2.86
3.88
3.27 [0.62]

NRA
0.33
3.24
3.53
1.69
0.57
1.87 [1.64]

LRA-blur
1.95
2.64
3.78
2.25
4.99
3.12 [1.39]

AVG-blur
7.80
5.36
2.25
3.28
1.21
3.98 [2.92]

1 −D2 |
Table 3: Percentage ADC change ∆D% = 2|D
(D1 +D2 ) × 100 from ADC mean values for each volunteer (from Table
2) for protocol-A and for the average slice using protocol-B with and without motion correction (computed in
the tissue region used for motion correction); the bottom row gives the mean and unbiased standard deviation
(variability) for each column.

data-set
v1-20120503
v1-20120515
v2-20120521
v2-20120528
v3-20120524
v3-20120528
v4-20120611
v4-20120614
v5-20120731
v5-20120809
mean [st dev]

PA
0.4257
0.5196
0.6221
0.6996
0.7188
0.9050
0.4171
0.4681
0.3462
0.3825
0.551±0.180

AVG
0.4800
0.4861
0.6337
0.6361
0.8825
0.9062
0.4292
0.4172
0.3568
0.3701
0.560±0.201

LRA
0.4322
0.3964
0.5050
0.5449
0.8562
0.7541
0.4005
0.4169
0.3653
0.4088
0.508±0.167

NRA
0.3485
0.3441
0.7241
0.6924
0.8533
0.8030
0.3379
0.3448
0.3141
0.3388
0.510±0.226

LRA-blur
0.3712
0.3240
0.4789
0.5125
0.8054
0.7225
0.3493
0.3605
0.3185
0.3537
0.460±0.177

AVG-blur
0.4146
0.4134
0.6132
0.6091
0.8273
0.8625
0.3660
0.3609
0.3108
0.3176
0.510±0.206

√
Table 4: Mean ADC measurement accuracy (σD / N ) from ADC fits for protocol-A and for the average slice using
protocol-B with and without motion correction (computed in the tissue region used for motion correction); σD is
the width of ADC histogram and N is the number of histogram entries; units for the corresponding mean ADC
values 10−5 mm2 /s; the bottom row gives the mean and standard deviation of each column.
data-set
v1-20120503
v1-20120515
v2-20120521
v2-20120528
v3-20120524
v3-20120528
v4-20120611
v4-20120614
v5-20120731
v5-20120809

PA
109.42
120.64
104.43
115.69
110.26
93.19
128.76
127.98
106.10
105.85

AVG
112.94
103.81
101.76
95.87
84.49
82.02
100.64
99.44
79.30
77.34

LRA
107.51
104.01
96.47
91.47
77.53
77.91
92.26
94.19
73.20
75.45

NRA
107.87
107.62
95.58
93.59
77.78
75.34
94.00
91.64
76.27
75.94

LRA-blur
106.99
103.71
95.63
91.31
76.86
78.93
91.52
93.33
71.54
73.70

AVG-blur
111.56
103.20
100.40
94.93
82.75
82.49
99.05
97.37
77.59
76.23

Table 5: ADC median values of the two scans for each volunteer for protocol-A and for the average slice using
protocol-B with and without motion correction (computed in the tissue region used for motion correction); ADC
units 10−5 mm2 /s.

4

Discussions

In Fig. 4, the scatter plots for fitted ADC parameters show how the local regional correlations in parameters
improve following registration. In particular, LRA and its smoothed counterpart (LRA-blur) show much better
clustering of the parameters from localised structures. The non-rigid alignment (NRA) technique shows an overall
distribution of the fitted parameters which matches the general variation seen for LRA, while simple averaged
(AVG) and smoothed results (AVG-blur) show poor clustering and a wider variability of parameters. This is
interpreted as due to measurement bias introduced by volume averaging. Based on b = 100s/mm2 image slices
shown in Fig. 3, we can argue that the aligned image obtained using LRA is a much better image to draw ROI’s
10

data-set
v1-20120503, v1-20120515
v2-20120521, v2-20120528
v3-20120524, v3-20120528
v4-20120611, v4-20120614
v5-20120731, v5-20120809
mean [standard deviation]

PA
9.75
10.23
16.78
0.60
0.23
7.51 [7.88]

AVG
8.42
5.96
2.96
1.19
2.50
4.20 [3.27]

LRA
3.30
5.32
0.40
2.07
3.02
2.82 [2.01]

NRA
0.23
2.10
3.18
2.54
0.43
1.69 [1.46]

LRA-blur
3.11
4.62
2.65
1.95
2.97
3.06 [1.09]

AVG-blur
7.78
5.60
0.31
1.71
1.76
3.43 [3.49]

1 −D2 |
Table 6: Percentage ADC change ∆D% = 2|D
(D1 +D2 ) × 100 from ADC median values for each volunteer (from Table
4) for protocol-A and for the average slice using protocol-B with and without motion correction (computed in
the tissue region used for motion correction); the bottom row gives the mean and unbiased standard deviation
(variability) for each column.

compared to that obtained using PA or NRA.
The results for mean ADC (Table 2) and deviations (Table 1) obtained from protocol B data following simple
averaging (AVG) are observed to be consistent with those seen for protocol A (PA). Tables of regional ADC
deviations allow the calculation of the equivalent amount of random noise which would need to be added to
data in order to obtain measurements as poor as the simple average (bracketed numbers in Table 1). The main
contribution to variance seen in this data is biological. The amounts of noise removed by registration and the
difference between the alternative approaches can be compared directly in terms of numbers of standard deviations
of measured change, and are all statistically significant. As the percentage ADC change (∆D%) for individual
fits in regions of good signal is often of the order of 5%, the implication of these numbers is that motion is the
dominant source of instability in ADC estimation. Comparison of the LRA-blur and NRA results implies that a
local rigid alignment of slice data is at least as good as the more sophisticated volume based non-rigid alignment.
Nevertheless, NRA causes a significant amount of unwanted image smoothing caused by the sub-sampling required
to overcome odd-even slice misalignment and registration errors. The figures for measurement repeatability (Table
3) show a slight improvement in performance for NRA over LRA. However, this may in part be due to a reduced
spread in measured ADC values caused by averaging. We would argue that given the choice of these methods
the LRA (non-smoothed) would be most suitable for assessment of ADC heterogeneity. The accuracies obtained
for the selected regions are on average consistent with the target of 2-3% required for reliable detection of a 10%
change. It should be remembered that this is for a region in a normal subject and more work is therefore required
to place this in a clinical context.
With regard to computation cost, the typical processing time for the NRA method is currently 8.5 hours when
applied to all data-sets corresponding to 3 b-values generating 120 (3×40) aligned slices ready for ADC measurement. This figure for the LRA method is 46 seconds for 3 b-values generating 3 aligned slices ready for ADC
measurement. For both methods, source code may be slightly optimised and implementation could be parallelised
to reduce execution time, (an order of magnitude improvement is possible) but as the same kinds of gains are
available to both methods the ratio between these current figures would not be expected to change significantly.
The reproducibility figures against methods in Tables 3 and 6 (based on mean ADC values of Table 2 and median
ADC values of Table 5) are consistent. These are percentage changes in ADC metrics from the two scans of the same
volunteer. At the bottom of each table, an average reproducibility figure is computed. Also a standard deviation
(in brackets) for between volunteer variability is provided. As the number of volunteers is small, this variability
figure is poor for any conclusions. However, in this paper we are more interested in the average reproducibility
figure and the accuracy with which each individual reproducibility figure (per volunteer) has been estimated. Here,
Table 4 provides these accuracy figures for individual mean (or median) ADC measurements. Moreover, figures at
the bottom of Tables 3 and 6 show that average reproducibility figures corresponding to protocol A for the mean
and median ADC (6.11 and 7.51) are significantly larger than those corresponding to NRA (1.87 and 1.69) and
LRA (3.27 and 2.82) methods. Hence we can not only tighten the ADC histogram using motion correction but
can also achieve better reproducibility.
When it comes to comparing protocols A and B, the results show that the percentage of ADC change is at least
two times larger for protocol A than for all the scenarios considered for protocol B. This proves that acquiring
and storing individually DW-MR images is crucial for getting reproducible ADC measurements. Note that scan
time would be comparable for protocol A and B if the same number of b-values, acquisition repeats and diffusion
gradient directions are used.
This motion correction experiment illustrates some basic properties of this task. If the signal to noise in data is
poor (as is often the case with clinical data) there may not be enough information in an image to support accurate
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determination of a large number of parameters (such as needed for non-rigid alignment). Therefore practical
application of registration methods needs an assessment of the required degree of complexity of the model. As in
this case, simpler alignment methods may actually prove more suitable than generic ‘state-of the art’ techniques.
Getting good results in these tasks may not require a fundamental break-though in the state of the art, but only
pragmatic application of an appropriate technique.

5

Conclusions

Local-rigid alignment (LRA) is two orders of magnitude faster than non-rigid alignment (NRA), and so has the
potential to be used in real-time in an ADC analysis pipeline just before the ADC measurement task. Moreover,
LRA works on a single slice basis while NRA works on the whole volume. This means that LRA can not only
resolve the motion correction requirements in a single slice level, it can also be used for larger scale (up to whole
volume) motion correction tasks by setting up the required iterative process. Further, LRA results in a greater
reduction in the noise generated by motion than NRA.
On the other hand, when it comes to heterogeneous tumours, to study single ADC measurements, region of interest
ADC metrics (such as mean or median) or percentage change in ADC metrics, it is recommended to use LRA
rather than NRA. This is because LRA avoids blurring image data and maintains individual voxels corresponding
to specific tissue locations (collection of cells) during the alignment while NRA is based on image interpolation
which results in data blurring, and so changing the definition of final registered voxels which may be difficult to
interpret.
Finally, it is recommended that data should be acquired using protocol B (off-scanner averaging) and not protocol A
(on-scanner averaging), so that post-acquisition motion compensation can be applied to improve the measurement
of ADC change needed for clinical decisions on individual patients.
It is part of our ongoing work to investigate whether the methods discussed in this paper meet the specified
reproducibility for detection of change in liver tumours.
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Figure 3: Healthy liver DW-MR image data (v3-20120528-slice24); selected average image slice (b-value=100s/mm2 ) from
different methods; protocol A (top-left) and NRA method (top-right); simple averaging (middle-left) and the corresponding
blurred version (middle-right); LRA method (bottom-left) and the corresponding blurred version (bottom-right); for blurred
images 1 pixel Gaussian blurring were applied; gamma adjusted.
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Figure 4: Healthy liver DW-MR image data (v3-20120528-slice24); scatter plot of S0 signal against ADC for the identical
selected 2D ROI (shown in Fig. 1, bottom-right); protocol A (top-left) and NRA method (top-right); simple averaging
(middle-left) and the corresponding blurred version (middle-right); LRA method (bottom-left) and the corresponding blurred
version (bottom-right).
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